EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO CONNECT SOURCES TO ALL YOUR DISPLAYS IN ANY ENVIRONMENT

Reliability | Service | Value | Selection
RELIABILITY
Tripp Lite has been an engineering-driven company since its founding in 1922. We design, manufacture and test our products to meet or exceed the latest safety and performance standards. In addition, ISO 9001 quality management helps us make the most dependable products in the industry. Most Tripp Lite digital signage cables are backed by a lifetime warranty.

SERVICE
Tripp Lite isn’t the only company that makes quality products, but what sets us apart and keeps customers coming back is responsive customer service. If you have a question, you can call Tripp Lite’s Chicago-based support team and get a timely answer from someone who works with the products every day and has experience with solving the problems installers face in the field. Big or small, we strive to make every customer feel important. And when phone calls aren’t convenient, you can also reach us by email and chat, or take advantage of our extensive array of online product finders, FAQs and DIY help resources at tripplite.com.

VALUE
We constantly refine our design and manufacturing process to maximize the price/performance of everything we make. Practiced engineering, efficient manufacturing and rigorous quality control allow us to offer competitive pricing that stretches your budget without sacrificing features and performance. We build products you can trust at prices you’ll love.

SELECTION
The world’s greatest product can’t help you when it’s out of stock. Tripp Lite’s large product portfolio and inventory investment allow us to maintain a wide selection of in-stock, ready-to-ship products. We can even deliver custom products before some of our competitors can ship their “off-the-shelf” products. One advantage of our diverse product portfolio is that we can supply everything you need between the source and the display. This makes the planning and ordering process much easier. And if you ever need help, you’ll get a solution instead of incompatible suppliers playing the blame game.
A WIDE RANGE OF SOLUTIONS TO COMPLETE ANY DIGITAL SIGNAGE INSTALLATION

DIRECT-CONNECT SOLUTIONS
• HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI, VGA, AV, coax
• Cables up to 100 ft.
• Switches, splitters, in-line extenders, MST hubs
• Adapters, adapter cables, converters, couplers

OVER CAT5 (UTP) EXTENDERS
• Display over Cat5e/6/6a up to 2,000 ft. away
• HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI, VGA, Component

HDBASET EXTENDERS
• UHD 4K with Ethernet, serial, power and IR options

DISPLAY OVER IP EXTENDERS
• Any-to-any IP network multicast with up to 64 sources and 256 displays

DISPLAY MOUNTS
• Wall, desk, ceiling, sit-stand, fixed, tilting, full-motion
• For displays up to 100 in. and 350 lb.

NETWORK CABLES
• Copper UTP (Cat5e/6/6a) patch cables
• Fiber patch cables
• Bulk cabling

PANEL & KEYSTONE SOLUTIONS
• Copper and fiber patch panels, including modular models
• Wall plates and keystone jacks

RACK CONSOLES
• Keyboard, touchpad and LCD monitor fold to store in 1U

PLENUM AND RISER-RATED CABLELING

TOOLS AND TESTERS

USB SOLUTIONS

POWER CORDS

CUSTOM PRODUCTS
POWER, PROTECT AND MANAGE
YOUR SOURCES AND DISPLAYS

SURGE PROTECTORS & POWER STRIPS
- Strip, low-profile, direct plug-in, in-line, rack-mounted and under-monitor models
- Up to 24 outlets and 6,480 joules of protection

SWITCHED PDUS
- Reboot sources and servers over the network without a site visit

NETWORK SWITCH/PDU COMBOS
- Up to 12 AC outlets, 24 Gigabit Ethernet ports and optional PoE in 1U

UPS SYSTEMS
- Desktop and network/server UPS systems provide power protection and battery backup
- Options include voltage regulation, sine wave output, expandable backup runtime and network management

RACK ENCLOSURES & OPEN FRAME RACKS
- Floor-standing and wall-mount racks from 2U to 58U
- Full line of accessories, including cable management

KVM/CONSOLE SOLUTIONS
- KVM switches control multiple workstations or servers from a single console
- IP console servers provide remote access to serial- and network-connected devices

CHARGING STATIONS
- USB and AC charging for up to 32 laptops or 48 tablets
- Charging station carts, cabinets, batteries and cords

PORTABLE COOLING UNITS
- Prevent heat-related malfunctions of sources and servers
- Perfect for locations that lack adequate built-in cooling

HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
- Power strips, surge protectors, UPS systems, isolation transformers and power cords
- Certified to meet stringent regulatory code requirements for healthcare environments